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ABSTRACT  
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Strategic Product Design at the 
International Hellenic University.  
 
It is about the design of a a contemporary summer caravan,a caravan focused on the 
needs and lifestyle of the the campers in the European south, or in general the 
summer campers. 
 
The objectives of the project is a vehicle that is taking into consideration the climate 
changes, habits, materials and aesthetics linked to the summertime. Apart from 
summer campers ,the project aims to be considerate to the needs of  campers with 
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CHAPTER 1:  
 
 




1.2  BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CARAVANS 
 
 
1.2.1 EARLY YEARS  
 
Although the concept of covered wagons is found since back in the 1800’s -when 
European Romani in Europe would use them for accommodation while being 
constantly on the move- , the history of the caravan mobility as we know it is strongly 
bound to the history of the auto-mobility. In the 19th century ,we find caravans as 
homes of nomads or used by circuses . 
 
The first recorded recreational caravan was built in 1880 for Scottish author Dr William 
Gordon Stables, but the caravanning for leisure’s history began with the appearance 
of motor cars at the turn of the century. 
 
The years between 1920 and 1930 were the years of the real birth of caravanning for 
the middle classes in America. Middle class families had the time, the money and the 
vehicle to travel with their caravan for leisure. By the 1920s, caravans were well 
established in the United States, with RV camping clubs established across the country, 
despite the unpaved roads and limited camping facilities.1 Caravans started to be mass 
manufactured by companies such as Airstream. 
 
Caravanning in Europe has its major breakthrough postwar,between 1950 and 19602, 
even if the first caravans were manufactured and in use since 1920’s (we find the fist 
caravan clubs in England in 1901) . 
 
THE BREAKTHROUGH YEARS 
 
In the 1950 the formation in mass motorization developed alongside with the rise of 
car camping mass tourism -the car obviously necessary for car camping. The reason 
behind the trend of caravanning is also linked with the social circumstances of post 
war Europe. Societies in Europe back then were at a period of transition. The wounds 
of WWII had started to be healed and Europe needed a glimpse of  ‘’the sweet life 













Leisure activities ,such as fishing and camping became popular for the middle class. 
Camping culture stood for excitement, free driving and safe sleeping. It was exploring 
the wilderness and otherness, while in the night returning safely back home. 
Also, the 1960s, most people experienced an increase in personal wealth even as the 
cost of living did not grow. 
 
 In short, people had both time and money for recreation. 
 
1.2.2 THE SPRITE ALPINE  
 
One of the most distinctive and 
bestselling caravans of the 
60s,not only in the UK were it 
was manufactured and launched, 
but also globally, was the Sprite 
Alpine. 
 
Its creator, Sam Alper and his 
brand, Sprite, and later CI group 
(Caravans international group), 
was a pioneer in terms of 
caravan design, manufacture, 
new materials , marketing, 
promotion and after sales. 
 
The Sprite Alpine aired at October 1956 on a Paris show, and became a major crowd 
puller from the start. The first Alpine that was introduced was 3.90m long with a 
central double dinette, front-width single bed,end kitchen with corner washroom and 
two entrance doors.3 
 
In 1958 ,the Alpine responded to the advent of smaller family cars keeping a price as 
low as £280 and became the top selling caravan in the UK by the end of the 60s. That 
high was its appeal. It was clear that after the war years, not only UK but also Europe 
and part of the USA was desperate to enjoy some leisure time. 
Sprite tried and succeeded on bringing caravan to the masses. Not only invested in 
affordable prices and modern lines in their caravans, but also paid a lot of attention on 
durability of the caravans. The Sprite Alpine was the essence of a model that is 
modern, robust and affordable. A model that could be the caravan that will escort 
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changed a lot of layouts and performed several face-lifts and is still produced by Swift 
Group.  
 
1.2.3 THE 70s 
The 70s found the caravan market blooming. As public interest evolved through the 
1960s, the 70s inserted full-time living in caravans. Regardless the oil crisis during the 
70s that affected the caravan market, caravans during the 70s seemed to have entered 
a new era and a new audience. They were used not only for family vacations but also 
for tours to musical festivals and political gatherings. 
After the love and peace era ,the evolution of the caravans were defined by their effort 
to introduce new technologies and amenities. A wide range of appliances, including 
showers, dishwashers, dryers, cooking appliances, microwaves even satellite dishes 
where featured. Contemporary caravans try to succeed in differentiation and best 
covering each market group’s needs. From big families who have family trips , to 
couples on an adventure tour,caravan enthusiasts enjoy long distance travel for 
extended periods of time, not only in the thousands of government and private parks 
and campgrounds, but also to tours into the most scenic  and wild places. 
 
1.2.4 FROM 80s TO PRESENT 
Nowadays caravanning is a more popular and appealing activity than ever before 
among Europeans.4 We can find caravan campers in each age or society group and 
caravanning to be a mainstream and well represented activity in the tourism market 
share. 
1.2.5 CASE STUDY: THE KNAUS SUDWIND  
Südwind, a caravan model from 
the German leading brand Knaus,is 
representative of the 
contemporary way of caravan 
travelling in Europe. Sudwind is 
ultimately sleek and detailed in 
terms of interior and exterior 
design, in furniture ,in the 
gleaming fiberglass exterior , 
everything on it makes a 
statement about the need to keep 
the home amenities and maybe 
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The caravan is no longer just the shell to keep caravaners dry and safe during their 
nights in the woods or in the beach.  
 
1.2.6 FUTURE AND TRENDS 
Caravan travelling has much evolved from its humble beginnings and another model 
from Knaus is the evidence that the trend for luxurious and decadent caravanning is 
going to be a major part of the caravan future. 
 
1.2.7 CASE STUDY : THE KNAUS CARAVISIO 
 
Caravisio ,a is concept 
model introduced in 2013 
by Knauss Tabbert and it 
is really hard to find 
something on it that is not 
over-luxurious. 
Caravisio includes sleek 
and futuristic bullet-
shaped look,  wirelessly 
controlled lighting, 
wirelessly controlled 
sound and heating 
systems,entertainment 
systems, a sizeable 
cinema and wine cooler compartment. In short, everything on Caravisio seems a study 
to luxury. 
 
Caravisio is all about comfort, sleekness and luxury and its message to the future of 
caravans is double. It brings the sparkle of yachting in the streets making the caravan, 
not an alternative for big families or grey nomads ,but a way of travelling that can 
attract an audience that till now is into lavish leisure. Also it brings the trend of the 
overworked and detailed caravan to perfection. Caravan travelling does not have to 
mean deprivation from the comfort of the urban life, it can include the traditional 

















1.2.9 THE BAREFOOT CAMPER  
 
 
But Caravisio is not caravan 
future’s only herald. The 
future of caravan is not only 
consisting of luxurious, high-
tech style vehicles. The 
recently introduced and 
instant bestseller Barefoot 
Camper is the proof of a 
different trend in the 






Its designer, Cathy Chamberlain and the students from the Automotive and Transport 
Design Course at Coventry University worked for three years to design the vintage 
style egg-shaped fiberglass caravan. The Barefoot Camper  includes contemporary 
amenities but in comparison to the Caravisio , it is a homage to the retro- style 
nostalgia.This colourful and curvy caravan is the best option for the new big segment 
in the caravan industry :Millienials . Young People who are born after 1990 and want a 
companion to their weekends and trips to festivals. The barefoot camper is just 3.90m 
long -tiny in comparison to the Caravisio- but it can cradle the need for an easygoing, 
and unique companion for sporty long weekends. 
 
 
1.2.10 THE FUTURE 
 
Caravisio and The Barefoot Camper may be two completely different looking projects 
,but they bring the same message for the future of caravan mobility. It is going to be 
the future of customization and focus on the experience . Different projects are the 
companions for different experiences of caravanning and the caravan is going not 
going to be just a white box anymore. Caravanners will be able to chose if they are 
going to spend their vacation in a spaceship look vehicle giving themselves an 
ultimately luxurious high-tech experience or feel like stars in retro movie, exploring the 
woods. 
 
The New Caravan is allign to this trend. It aims to be the caravan synonym to the 










1.3 WHO CARAVANS? 
 
 
1.3.1 THE NEO-TRIBAL THEORY  
 
Caravan Tourism has been described as:   
‘…as a form of tourism where travellers take a camper trailer van conversion, 
fifth wheel, slide-on camper, caravan or motorhome on holiday with them, and 
use the vehicle as their primary form of accommodation.’ (Hardy and Gretzel, 
2011, p.194). 
 
If we want to define the main common characteristic behind people who are in the 
caravan culture, it is not an age or a social characteristic, but its the act of using the 
caravan as the primary form of accommodation. Caravaners are people from different 
walks of life who come together in fluid groupings, bound by common interests, similar 
lifestyles, rituals and objectives. 
 
There is a consensus that in Academic Literature that caravan users are a group of 
highly mobile travellers who are motivated by a desire to experience freedom and 
leave the constraints of routine home life. Thus if we want to understand the caravan 
culture better, we have to investigate these common characteristics which seem to be 
symbolic and behavioral. 
 
 Neo-tribal theory emerged from a shift in sociological theory where theorists argued 
in the 1990s and 2000s that the concept of subculture, defined as relatively 
homogeneous individuals held together in politically resistant, relatively stable, anti-
mainstream groups,  had lost conceptual potency 5.  
 
Their work argued that identities had become more reflexive, fluid and fragmented 
because of the increasing amount of commodities, images and texts through which the 
notion of self could be constructed 6. 
 
Neo-tribes represent a more fluid grouping than sub cultures, with less deep lines of 
division and more fleeting associations which represents recent consumer based 
identities.  As a result, neo-tribes may be organized around brand-names and 
commercial goods 8.  Being a member of a neo-tribe9, is more fluid, focusing on a state 
of mind and a lifestyle, rather than a long standing membership.  
 
 In the context of tourism research, neo-tribal theory offers great potential for 
understanding the lifestyles, behaviors and needs of consumer groups such as caravan 
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The caravan neo-tribe may be recognized by symbolic characteristics such as a desire 
for freedom, flexibility, lifestyle change, fluidity in membership, a desire to self-
actuality, the abandonment of social structures.  
 
In addition,behavioral traits can be recognized in the caravanning neo-tribe through 
their mobility, rituals of behaviour and the use of the campground as their landmark. 
 
Fellowship is paramount to this experience and many were strongly protective of the 
other members of the tribe,  looking out for each other on the road and assisting those 
in need.  For some, if not many , the experience of caravanning was more important 
than the travel or even the destination.  
 
 
Caravaners seem to view the caravan lifestyle as being “all about them”. Being on a 
caravan vacation is for many, the reward of their lifetime. They have the opportunity 
to detach themselves from existing social structures and live in a transitional zone. 
Even if they are home, they have created a home away from home that can exist 
everywhere they chose and even completely on the road. 
 
  
Even if they are highly mobile, their caravan provides continuity and it is continuity of 
the ‘home on wheels’ that ties the caravan neo-tribe together. For caravaners, there is 
no point from which the tourist departs and then returns, there is an extended shift of 
distinctions between home and away.  
 
 
Caravanning provides travellers with mobilities not afforded by other forms of travel. 




1.3.2 DEMOGRAPHICS AND AGE GROUPS  
 
Within the large group of travellers, caravaners  form a subgroup that warrants further 
investigation as their travel style is very different from a tourist who drives a rental car 
to a destination and stays there in a hotel for a limited number of nights. 15 
Despite the popularity of caravan travelling, this market remains under-researched. 
This is likely for a number of reasons:  
－ Their wandering nomadic travel habits make them difficult to contact. 
－ Tourism businesses and marketers may have little interest in the industry because 
caravaners are often perceived as travellers with low incomes who do not 
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－ The lack of interest in this group of travellers may result from the stigma 
associated with the assumption that caravaners are poor, and equivalent or 








Frequently, caravaners are described and perceived as being old, retired and slow 
travellers. But this is a completely false perception, because caravanning -for long 
popular among baby boomers- is increasingly embraced by an unlikely demographic: 
Millennials. In 2017, Millennials (people born between the early 1980s and early 
2000s) pushed sales to record highs. Young couples in their late 20s and 30s are buying 
caravan vehicles in growing numbers, fueling an industry that for decades relied 




As a result, the average age of a caravan owner in America -world’s largest market 
segment to-date- has fallen to 45, down from 48 in 2011, according to the Recreational 
Vehicle Industry Association, a Washington, D.C.-based trade group. 
 
Airstream President and CEO Bob Wheeler ,referred to Millenials , reports that ‘’the 
next generation of caravan travellers is different,it’s not about the stuff you collect, it’s 
about experiences, travel, and who you meet.”11 
Additionally ,Scott Byrne, chairman of the Houston RV Show claims that “Very few 
people are waiting until 50 to buy their first RV,”. “People want to get outside instead 
of waiting until they retire.”10 
Although Millennials are discovering the caravan industry, Generation X and Baby 
Boomers are still the biggest 
segments of the industry.  
According to the University of 
Michigan, more caravans are 
owned by people in the 35-54 age 
demographic than any other age 
category.  The ownership of travel 
trailers peaks just before  
retirement, and by age 75 was 
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Caravan ownership are substantially more concentrated in the 55 to 64 age range but 
ages 18-44 also get a big share. 
 
 
Caravaners over 50 seem to chose caravan travelling because it allows them to make 
the most of the second half of their life, particularly at a stage when their mortality 
may be realized.12  
 
Retired caravaners see this lifestyle as being ‘’all about themself’’- it is their time to 
travel, enjoy life, and spend their hard earned money.  They spent their whole life 
doing things for their kids and now want to do things for themselves. 13 
 
 
In Australia, Grey Nomads, caravaners aged over 50years, who adopt an extended 
period of travel (at least 3 months) independently within their own country, also get a 
significant market share in their national market .They travel by caravan, motor-home, 
campervan or converted bus for at least three months, but often up to several years, 
moving around Australia. 
 
Apart from retirees and young adults ,caravans attract families with kids and the cost-
effectiveness of the caravan vacation is one of the reasons behind it.A caravan 
vacation can be over 60% cheaper than a traditional vacation at a hotel, bed and 






1.4 WHY CARAVAN?OBJECTIVES AND MOTIVES 
 
 
The notion of freedom and ultimate mobility upon which a caravan is often sold, is 
linked to the concept of travelling in one’s own vehicle and being highly mobile.  
 
Marketing campaigns for caravans support this quest for freedom and escape, by 
creating vehicles with names such as Diversion, Escape, Flite and  Discovery.  The 
notions of freedom on the open road in ones caravan is also promoted . But 
caravaners also described a dominant advantage of caravaning as the ability  to travel 
with their “home” and  their comforts around them such as their own bed. 
 
Travelling and sleeping within their own bed at night is not a factor to pass on. 
It is a major and a very significant advantage for caravaners . The familiar surroundings 
convenience and the opportunity  to make every little decision about the environment 
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or a family can make their own decisions about the surroundings , the supplies, the 
level of cleanness, even the access to pets or using the bathroom whenever they 
wanted to. Caravanning is a way for them to feel free spirited, yet self reliant.  
 
Caravanning is also attractive because it allows travellers to be surrounded by their 
personal possessions which are essential to maintaining their identity, memories and 




But having their familiar environment on the inside ,does not mean that caravaners do 
not seek spontaneity. In fact ,caravan vacations improve flexibility and require no fixed 
itineraries typically associated with other forms of travel such as with airplanes, or 
timeshare.  
 
Flexibility is a major motive behind caravanning, as caravaners are not required to 
have fixed itineraries compared to other forms of travel. 
 
Also, caravaners are described as a highly social group ,keen to meet new people. The 
opportunity to meet people, followed by the opportunity to travel in freedom and on 
their own schedule is one more factor that supports their choice of travel that way. 
 
 
Apart from the opportunity to meet new people, the act of living outdoors allows room 
for the members of the family to relate to one another in a way that recalls an earlier and 
simpler era.  
 
From the caravaners who return every summer to the same campground and are pleased to meet 
again  their  neighbors, to independent travellers who explore every year a different country, 
a strong part of the caravan culture is socializing  and communicating. 
 
 Caravaning is not just a form of accommodation or transportation. New experiences, 
meeting new people and self-actualization are aspects which make this lifestyle so 
appealing.In some cases ,it can be seen as evolution from camping or a tent trailer.The 
caravan represents a natural progression, or something that they deserve as they grow 
older. Caravaners may be the once campers and backpackers who become older and 


















1.5 PART -TIME,FULL -TIME AND SHORT TERM CARAVANING 
 
Time spent at the caravan is a primary segmentation within the caravaners group. 
These segments are recognized as short - term ,long term and full time. 
 
Full timers are people who either use the caravan as their permanent residency and 
live in the caravan situated in a campground or use the caravan as their primary 
residence and move around. Permanent residency in campgrounds is highly popular in 
Australia, especially among older people who chose the permanent residence in the 
caravan for reasons like cost effectiveness, access to amenities  and proximity to family 
and friends. 
 
Long -term caravanning is different to full-time caravanning . Long -term caravaners 
have their own home but chose to travel on a seasonal basis, covering long distances 
seeking of fascinating experiences and warmer weather. 
 
An example of this group is the snowbirds in the United States and in Western Europe. 
They travel for up to four to five months to escape to warmer climates, but stay in one 
location once they have reached their seasonal destination.In seasonal part time 
caravanning, caravaners park on a particular site and return to that site annually for 
vacations and weekends.  
 
Short -term caravaners are the vacationers ,travellers who spent exclusively vacation 
time at the caravan ,usually during summer. 
They have limited time in their hands to enjoy an outdoor hospitality experience , 
resulting in periodic travel on weekends or vacations.  
They are prone to utilize all forms of accommodation while seeking opportunities to 
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CHAPTER 2 :LIFE AT THE CARAVAN  
 
In the previous chapter we got a first look in the conditions, history and general 
environment of the caravan culture. 
In this chapter we will try to empathize with the users of the caravan by trying to get 
an insight from the caravan life. We draw information from different aspects of the 
caravan life ( users ,visitors ,showrooms ,forums ) to get a better grip of their reality, 
their struggles,the special condition they are under during summer ,their everyday 
habits, in order to be in the position to develop a concept that is close to the lifestyle 
of a summer caravan traveller. 
Setting a mission statement is a crucial step that will help us find a direction about the 
scopes of the research we are through : 
 
 
2.1 MISSION  STATEMENT  
 
The mission statement of the concept is revealed even from the title and abstract of 
this dissertation. It is the development of a contemporary summer caravan, focused on 
the needs and lifestyle of the the campers in the European south during summer, or in 
general the summer campers. The objectives of the project is a vehicle that is taking 
into consideration the climate changes ,habits ,materials and aesthetics linked to the 
summertime. 
The primary audience and market of the concept caravan is certainly campers who 
spend summer in their caravan, either they choose a campground to park it and spend 
the summer there or caravaners who travel with the caravan individually. Families with 




2.2 IDENTIFYING CUSTOMER NEEDS 
 
Identifying the customer needs is one of the most crucial steps for successful 
development of innovative and effective products. The first step of addressing 
customer needs is gathering raw data. 
 
 
2.3 GATHERING RAW DATA  
 
2.3. 1 SEMI STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 
 
The process of Gathering Raw Data of this project includes semi- structured 
interviews ,bench-marking and observation.Unfortunately it is a very difficult task to 
spot caravaners randomly outside campgrounds,therefore the interview part took 
place in a campground in Eastern Macedonia ,during the summer of 2019.The research 
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Questions in the semi- structured interviews: 
－ Demographics :age ,civil status, caravan status owner or visitor 
－ How many days do spend in the campground per year 
－ What would you consider as the main disadvantages about spending time in the 
caravan 
－ Do you consider heat as a deterrent to spend time in the caravan 
－ What is the main tool that you use to tackle summer heat 
－ How many hours during daytime you spend inside the caravan 
－ What is according to you the biggest advantage of spending time in the caravan? 
 
 
 TABLES COVERING THE DEMOGRAPHICS  
Some of the demographic data are presented as tables for better grasp : 
 
 



























The key findings of the interview process:  
 
－ What would you consider as the main disadvantages about spending time in the 
caravan? 
It was very impressive that almost all the interviewees mentioned difficulties in using 
the toilet and the use of the shower first. After that, many of them described the 
interior of the caravan as a place that is not welcoming, therefore they never stay at 
the interior of the caravan during daytime. Some of them mentioned that the caravan 
does not resemble their winter residence, they cannot use the kitchen as easily as they 
hoped for and they never use some spaces of the caravan,for example, the dining table. 
 
 
－ Do you consider heat as a deterrent to spend time in the caravan? 
Nobody from the interviewees has answered that heat is a deterrent.They consider 
heat as a usual condition during summer although some report that the heat inside the 
caravan is sometimes very difficult to cope. 
 
－ What is the main tool that you use to tackle summerheat? 
More than 30 out of 40 of the interviewees used air condition for keeping the caravan 
cool during summer. Other solutions they reported where tents, keeping the caravan 
in the shadow (by parking it under a tree or using awnings and tents to cover it), not 
cooking or using hair dyers inside the caravan. 
 
－ How many hours during daytime you spend inside the caravan? 
 Everyone agrred that the interior of the caravan is not the most attractive place in the 
campground ,expect when the AC is on!There was a consensus that all the individuals 
try to spend as little time as possible in the caravan. Visitors agreed as well with this 
opinion. 
 
－ What is according to you the biggest advantage of spending time in the caravan? 
This was the most interesting part of the interview process, because the answers 
where different from interviewee to interviewee . One of the answers given by 
multiple interviewees was the cost efficiency of the caravan in comparison with other 
leisure solutions, such as owing a summerhouse, renting a summerhouse of spending 
vacations abroad in hotels. This answer was very popular among families with more 
than twp children . Retirees, couples or families with just one child were referred to 
the flexibility the caravan has to offer. Working parents leave the rest of the family not 
that away from work in a campground all summer ,and can visit their family on 
weekends to spend some quality time . Caravaners report  that are very excited to 
meet  their caravan neighbors every summer, or are eager to meet their new summer 
neighbors . The neighbourhood subject was very popular among the answers. Some 
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Observation during the visit at the campground, lead to several inferences, most 
important of them ,were the following: 
 
－ Caravan is not only a product for the caravaners . It is property, residence, symbol, 
philosophy and engagement .Caravaners see their time at the caravan as their 
relieve, the time they deserve after the -almost always -hard working winter. It is 
involving a lot more rituals than the summerhouse and maybe this makes it easier 
to see as a part of themselves. 
－ People never spend time in the caravan and many of them have installed home  
brewed  kitchens to avoid cooking inside. 
－ A lot of caravan houses have made a small ‘yard ‘’ outside the caravan, bringing 
their dining table, TVs, sofas etc under a tent next to the caravan. 
 
 
2.3.2 OBSERVATION THROUGH VISITING A CARAVAN YARD 
 
Observation In the Caravan Yard  
 
The caravan yard  visit took place during Autumn of 2019 in the biggest caravan yard in 
northern Greece. The yard represents the most popular caravan brands and there was 
an excellent opportunity for comparing caravan models to each other and compare 
their advantages and disadvantages in situ. In the campground it is impossible to ask 
for permission to investigate the interior of every model, but in the yard, there is such 
opportunity. In fact this is why the caravans are available in the showroom. 
 
 Key findings of the observation in the Caravan yard process : 
 
 
－ Even in the newest caravan models, the textiles, furniture materials and colors in 
the interior ,look disappointingly more appropriate for winter residences. Brocade 
top sheets on the bed, leather sofas and dining benches, dark color furniture with 
glossy finish sometimes, all these elements bring anything but summer vacations 
in mind. The default colors for the upholstery textiles are, dark blue, gray, brown, 
black, dark red or beige. It is clear that the aesthetic part of the caravan is not built 
for the light in the heart summer in the European south. The lines of the interior 
(and the exterior), look basic and urban. 
－ The more new a caravan was, the biggest windows it had. The bigger windows 
were a very significant improvement in how the interior of the caravan looked and 
felt . For example , the Tabbert Vivaldy had a luminous interior and this was a 











－ All of the caravans where equipped with heating but only the newest are 
equipped with air conditioner in the default version. This is a clear indicator that 
they are not designed for the needs of the summer caravaners in the European 
South.  
－ Furthermore the air conditioners produced by the caravan industry and designed 
for the caravan, are significantly expensive. The fans are starting from almost 
200€, when the cheapest air conditions cost more than 1000€. This very 
considerable if we keep in mind that most of the caravan brands are from 
Germany. Germany not only is the major manufacturer or caravans in Europe, but 
also is Europe’s biggest market. Data from the Caravanning Industry Association 
(CIVD) indicate that from the 77.030 caravans that were newly registered in 
Europe for 2018, the 24.300 where registered in Germany alone. Additionally, the 
new registrations dropped in Europe by 2.7% but the new registrations in 
Germany gained 7% in 2018. No doubt the vehicles that are produced ,try to serve 
the needs of the German market and the other major markets of the industry 




2.3.3 EMPATHISING THROUGH VIISITING CARAVAN THEMED FORUMS. 
 
Visiting caravan themed forums was a practice that helped a great deal, not on 
gathering data about the caravan life, but on getting a true insight about the matters 
that concern caravaners the most. A forum is resembling an actual conversation 
between caravaners. They discuss their common problems with fellow caravaners , 
they seek and offer help and ideas therefore a visit to several forums would offer a 
special insight . 
 
The forums that were visited where Australian, American, Greek and British. The 
language barrier was the most crucial fact in the choice of these forums but also USA 
and Australia are the biggest markets worldwide for caravanning and UK is the second 
biggest market in Europe, therefore there was an abundance of sources. 
 
The forums that took part in the research where the following: 
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UK : 







The forum topics helped a great deal in better understanding small struggles of the 
everyday life in the caravan. There was no other way fro them to be understood and 
also for an insight to the lifestyle of international and independent caravaners who 
could never be contacted other way to be given. Understanding these aspects of the 
caravan life, makes the design process more effective. 
 
After the visit in the topics of the forums above it is made clear that the design process 
has to take into consideration factors that could be categorized as : 
 
－ Storage: The design process has to take into consideration the storage household  
tools like mops ,laundry hangers etc.The caravan is a living space and not only 
clothes and personal belongings need their space in it.Also special storage of 
valuable goods is crucial in a caravan that is going to host people for a significant 
time . 
－ Safety : Even if caravan is an enclosed area ,it is remaining unshielded to 
threats like snakes or other unwanted animals .The design process has to prevent 
them  from sneaking into the caravan.Other aspects of safety precautions are 
handling caravan stability when overloaded and covering the needs of the 
travellers with infants .Also the visit to the caravan forums gave an insight of the 
user experience on being on the road with wide loads. 
－  
－ Comfort :  The issue of the toilet was very popular in the forum topic section. The 
travellers were  very concerned about the pros and cons on having an exterior 
portable toiler inside a tent or using an interior one. The design process has to 
look up to the fact that most of the caravaners stood in the disadvantages of the 
exterior toilet ,concerned about safety and comfort issues that would occur. An 
issue that also occurred in the caravan forums was the reality and needs of users 
with mobility problems and needs of the travellers with infants .These two 
categories of users are usually overlooked by the default versions of caravan 




2.4 CONCLUSIONS / NEED STATEMENTS 
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The gathering of the raw data part was designed  for the needs of the users to be 
identified and classified.This proccess lead to specific conclusions about the needs of 
the caravan users may have. Below, there are  the most important and critical need 
statements in hierarchical fashion based on the experience that was gained through 
the gathering of raw data process. 
 
Need statements according to their importance. 
 
⚫ The new caravan has an as many facilities as possible in the exterior part of it 
(kitchen ,dining room etc) 
⚫ The new caravan has the capacity for three to five people. 
⚫ The new caravan has to have furniture and upholstery with contemporary 
aesthetics that are bound to semantics linked with summertime 
⚫ The new caravan has to take into consideration the needs of families with infants 









3.1 IDEATION  
 
 
Ideation, in the theory of the five step process in design thinking, is the step after the 
step of empathizing. It is a personal opinion that it is the second most interesting step 
of the design thinking process, after the prototyping step (that unfortunately will not 
take place in this project). 
 
Thus we covered the step of empathizing in the previous chapter, this step is the one 
that a student designer can express his/her imagination and creativity with no limits 
while he/her tries to translate the needs that have been set on research into design 
ideas. The Ideation step is interesting for one more reason: It can be a a problem 




3.1.1 MOODBOARD & INITIAL SKETCHES 
 
A moodboard was a crucial step in the ideation process. During the process of ideating 
the best possible project, different ideas and concepts  were source of inspiration. The 
sources of inspiration were drawn from the fields of architecture,transportation design 
,interior design ,furniture design, materials and history. The sources of the photos can 
be found in the appendix 2 . 
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3.2 ANTHROPOMETRIC DESIGN GUIDELINES AND RESTRICTIONS 
 
The design  
guidelines remain a very substantive phase of the process since they give important  
information.  
 
In Directive (EU) 2015/719 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 
201520 the maximum dimensions for a towed vehicle are described as following: 
 
 
The maximum width of the caravan must not exceed 2,5m. Regarding the total length 
,the permitted overall length depends on the towing vehicle. If the towing vehicle 
exceeds 3.500kg, the overall length can be up to 12m. Under 3.500kg, the overall 
length must not exceed 7,5m.The height of any caravan including accessories must not 
exceed 4.3m in height. These dimensions are allowed to be exceeded by 3% without 
violating the directive.  
 
Regarding the interior,anthropometric dimensions have to be taken into consideration. 
Sizes of the beds, dining table heights, width of the corridor etc have to be design in 





3.4 THE  FINA CONCEPT : KORE  
 
 
The final concert is named Kore, a name given to it,  to honour its summery and 
mediterreanean character. Kore  (the maiden) was the  
name Pershephone was called before her abduction from the God of the dead, Hades. 
After her marriage she was named Persephone and spent half of the year on earth, 
and half of the year in the dead lands. The time Persephone spends on earth is spring 
and summer, time that depicts her mother’s joy for having her daughter with her.  
Winter and autumn was in ancient Greek Mythology ,was the time Demetra was 
mourning for not having her daughter with her. 
Kore , was the name Persephone had when -in Greek Mythology- people where living 
in a constant summer. 
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The aim of the exterior was to resemble the shape and the feeling of a rural house in 
the Mediterranean south. As it was expected the outcome is more influenced by Greek 
architecture and the forms that someone could encounter in a Greek island. 
 
White is the most usual colour for caravans and historically they were always been 
white..White is a universally tried and tested colour and in a caravan that aims to be 
used in the summer it is the best choice because it reflects white. The lilac door is a 
homage to old rural houses.  
 
The main exterior element in Kore is the pattern that covers the tinted windows. The 
pattern is inspired by the patterns the dovecotes of Tinos Island have and it features 
an aesthetic element that brings island aesthetics in mind, but also covers the tinted 
window that is all around the caravan. 
 
 
The patterns that caravans usually have on them are patterns linked with sports 
,adventure and vividness but Kore is not aiming to aiming on waking up the most vivid 
self of a caravaner .It aims to show summer as the time for settling down through the 
freedom that a caravan offers. 
 
 
3.4.2 KITCHEN AND DINNING ROOM  
 
As it was mentioned in the need statement section, Kore’s caravaner is going to 
spend minimum time in the caravan .This is the reason that the kitchen and the dining 
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The kitchen is located in the back of the vehicle and its cover can also have the fuction 
of an awning in case it rains. An exterior kitchen helps the temperature inside the 
caravan to stay as low as possible because the interior is not heated when someone is 
cooking. 
 
Next to the kitchen we find the dining place.The table is in the caravan and opens as a 
drawer when needed.The chairs are collapsable and become a slice that is easily 
stored in the caravan when not in use. 
 
 




The interior includes two double beds ,the interior bathroom and two wardrobes. The 
second bed is unfolding like a drawer when needed. 
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Dimensions of Kore are the following : 
Height :2,11 m 
Height with the wheels : 2,56 m 
Width : 2.12 m 
Length : 4,5 m 
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Conclusion 
 
This Chapter is a summary of the design project dissertation. When the research about 
the camping culture started, it was clear from the start that camping culture is a 




The dissertation began with a brief of the history of caravans, a history that is bound 
both with the history of auto mobility but also with the concept of nomadism and 
behaving like a tribe. In the thesis, the neo-tribe theory concerning the caravan 
travellers and if they can be segmented as a neo-tribe was investigated. After that ,the 
dissertation aimed on investigating the motives of people who travel with their 
caravans full or part time as well as the demographics of caravaners. 
 
The chapter that followed the literature review, was the one that tried to learn about 
the caravan travellers’ habits ,objectives ,struggles and summer and lead to better 
understanding of the life in the caravan. The knowledge from this chapter was used in 
the concept development chapter where the final project, Kore , was introduced. 
 
Kore was the project that aimed to become a part of the caravan ritual and not just be 
the vehicle towards the place. It aimed to create a unique environment in the interior, 
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